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1. Introduction 

In these lectures we will look at: 

 the origins of modern human rights 

 the foundations of human rights, secular or religious.  

 some issues and tensions between secular and religious points of view, Christian and 

Muslim 

What are we talking about? 

Human rights signify justified moral and legal claims to the protection of certain fundamental 

interests.  

Human rights are universal; that is, persons are entitled to human rights simply by virtue of being 

human and not because of their particular citizenship, ethnicity, religion, gender, or other specific 

attributes.  

Human rights have never been so popular  

Used as ideological weapons to critique political and cultural adversaries 
Used to advance the causes of social justice and equality 

Yet consensus on a basic list of human rights has proven elusive 

Religious freedom 

Freedom of religion encompasses freedom from religion 

Frequent violations of the (religious) right… 

to choose one’s religion, or no religion 

to change one’s religion 

to worship in public and private 

not to be discriminated against on religious grounds.  

Whose heritage? 

Not specifically ‘Christian’ 

Three roots: Greco-Roman, Christian and Enlightenment 

2. Church and human rights 

Whose concern? 

Secular and left-wing only? 

Two worlds apart? 

Some Churches: from suspicion to commitment 

E.g. Roman Catholic Church, before and after Vatican II (1966) 

Nowadays, all Church denominations adhere to the principles of human rights 
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Christians concerned 

Christians involved 

3. Precursors 

Magna Charta, England 1215 

Feudal barons impose King John of England to limit his powers by law and protect their rights  

Act of Religious Tolerance and Freedom of Conscience, Transylvania, 1568 

King John Sigismund 

 

His Majesty, our Lord, in what manner he -together with his realm [i.e., the Diet]- legislated in 

the matter of religion at the previous Diets, in the same manner now, in this Diet, he reaffirms 

that in every place the preachers shall preach and explain the Gospel each according to his 

understanding of it, and if the congregation like it, well, if not, no one shall compel them for 

their souls would not be satisfied, but they shall be permitted to keep a preacher whose teaching 

they approve. Therefore none of the superintendents or others shall abuse the preachers, no one 

shall be reviled for his religion by anyone, according to the previous statutes, and it is not 

permitted that anyone should threaten anyone else by imprisonment or by removal from his 

post for his teaching, for faith is the gift of God, this comes from hearing, which hearing is by 

the word of God. 

Treaty of the Seven Provinces of the Netherlands, 1573 

Edict of Nantes, France 1598 

Henry IV, Protestant king become Catholic for political reasons 

‘Paris is worth a Mass’ 

Marks the end of the religious wars 

Revocation by Louis XIV, exodus of Protestants 

Glorious Revolution, England 1688 

William, Stadholder of the Netherlands, becomes king of England 

Bill of Rights (1689) and Act of Toleration (1689) 

Granted freedom of worship to Nonconformists but not to Catholics 

Thomas Helwys  

Baptist pastor, settled in Amsterdam with the congregation led by John Smyth 

1612, The Mystery of Iniquity 

First exposition in English to express the concept of liberty of conscience 

Liberty for all, including heretics, Turks and Jews, even Roman Catholics 

Roger Williams  

Baptist pastor and leader of colonists in New England 

Banished from the Massachusetts Bay Company and fled to Rhode Island 
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In London in 1644 he published The Bloody Tenent of Persecution, in which he set forth his 

arguments opposing religious persecution 

Huguenot leader Jean-Paul Rabaut Saint-Etienne 

Reformed Pastor in Nîmes 

Wrote the Edict of non-catholiques, also called Edict of Tolerance, signed by King Louis XVI in 1787 

Member of National Assembly after French Revolution 

His text prepared the way for the Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen, 1789 

Remained active in the transformation of France 

Excuted in 1793 (years of Terror) 

4. Key declarations 

Declaration of Independance, USA 1776 

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by 

their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of 

Happiness (…) 

And for the support of this Declaration, with a firm reliance on the protection of divine Providence, 

we mutually pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes and our sacred Honor. 

Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen, France 1789 

French Revolution: Liberty and Equality (Brotherhood added a century later) 

The National Assembly adopts the Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen.  

  

The National Assembly recognizes and declares, in the presence and under the auspices of the 

Supreme Being, the following rights of man and citizen: 

1.  Men are born free and remain free and equal in rights. 

2.  The aim of every political association is the preservation of the natural and imprescriptible 

rights of man. These rights are liberty, property, security, and resistance to oppression. 

4.  Liberty consists in the power to do anything that does not injure others… 

5.  The law has only the rights to forbid such actions as are injurious to society. Nothing can be 

forbidden that is not interdicted by the law, and no one can be constrained to do that which 

it does not order. 

10.  No one should be disturbed on account of his opinions, even religious, provided their 

manifestation does not upset the public order established by law. 

11.  The free communication of ideas and opinions is one of the most precious of the rights of 

man; every citizen can then freely speak, write, and print, subject to responsibility for the 

abuse of this freedom in the cases is determined by law. 

5. Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

Four Freedoms (1941) 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt defines the aims of the Allies in WW2 

- freedom of speech and of religion 

- freedom from fear and want 
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Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), UN 1948  

Preamble: 

Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all 

members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world,  

Whereas disregard and contempt for human rights have resulted in barbarous acts which have 

outraged the conscience of mankind, and the advent of a world in which human beings shall 

enjoy freedom of speech and belief and freedom from fear and want has been proclaimed as the 

highest aspiration of the common people,  

(…) 

Therefore THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY proclaims THIS UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF 

HUMAN RIGHTS as a common standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations, 

to the end that every individual and every organ of society… shall strive by teaching and 

education to promote respect for these rights and freedoms. 

And that by progressive measures, national and international, they shall secure their universal 

and effective recognition and observance. 

 

Some articles  

1.  All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason 

and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood. 

3.  Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person. 

4.  No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave trade shall be prohibited in all 

their forms. 

5.  No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 

punishment. 

16.  Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, nationality or religion, have 

the right to marry and to found a family. They are entitled to equal rights as to marriage, during 

marriage and at its dissolution. 

Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and full consent of the intending spouses. 

The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to protection by 

society and the State. 

18.  Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes 

freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others 

and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and 

observance. 

International Bill of Human Rights, 1976  

6. Europe 

Declarations  

European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (1950, 1953) 

Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU (2000) 

Six titles: Dignity, Freedoms, Equality, Solidarity, Citizens’ Rights, and Justice 
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European Court of Human Rights Strasbourg 

7. Roots: Greco-Roman 

Natural law 

Moral law written in the hearts and minds of human beings 

Three components 

(a) there are morally right and wrong actions common to all human beings 

(b) each normal person has the capacity to know the difference between right and wrong and make 

moral decisions about his actions 

(c) each person has the obligation to choose right actions and to avoid wrong ones. 

Greeks and Roman ideas of natural law 

Cicero: 

True law is right reason in agreement with nature, universal, consistent, everlasting, whose nature is 

to advocate duty and prescription and to deter wrongdoing by prohibition. Its prescriptions and 

prohibitions are obeyed by good men, but evil len disobey them. It is forbidden by God to alter this 

law... Neither the Senate nor the People can absolve us from obeying this law, and we do not need to 

look outside ourselves for an expounder Israel interpreter of this law. There will not be one law at 

Rome and another at Athens or different laws now and in the future. There is no and will be forever 

one law, valid for all peoples and all times. And there will be one master and ruler for all of us in 

common – God, who is the author of this law, its promulgator, and its enforcing judge.1 

Democracy 

Athens 

However 

Greeks and Romans excluded slaves inside and Barbarians outside 

Considered ‘good’ what Jews and Christians considered ‘wrong’ 

8. Roots: Christianity in general 

a) Natural law related to Biblical, revealed law 

b) Monotheism and the notion of humanity 

When people worship different gods, it is difficult to conceive of mankind as one family 

Monotheism founded the idea of humanity, family of mankind 

Declaration of Independence (USA) refers to the Creator  

Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen (France), to the Supreme Being 

c) Man created in the image of God 

Dignity and inalienable value of every human being 

                                                        
1 CICERO, De Republica, 3.22-33. 
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However 

It took ages for these ideas to taak root and bear fruit 

9. Roots: some Christians in particular 

Aristotle or Paul? 

Valladolid debate (1550–1551), organized by King Charles V, concerning the treatment of natives of 

the Americas in the encomiendas (plantations, mines) 

Bartolomé de las Casas, a Dominican friar, influenced: 

Laws of Burgos (1512): the Spanish colonists to preach Christianity to their Indian workers 

Papal bull Sublimus Dei (1537): the Indians have status of rational beings 

New Laws (1542): designed to end the system of forced labour 

 

He argued: Amerindians are free men in the natural order, deserve the same treatment as others, 

and should be converted to Christianity without force 

Cited Augustine and John Chrysostom 

Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda, humanist scholar, defended the position of the colonists 

‘In order to uproot crimes that offend nature the Indians should be punished 

‘Reducing them to slavery or serfdom is in accordance with Catholic theology and natural law’ 

Appel to natural law as interpreted by the Greek philosopher Aristotle 

The struggle for religious tolerance and liberty within Western Christianity 

Persecution of Protestants in Roman Catholic dominated regions 

Of Anabaptists, Dissenters, non-conformists in Protestant dominatedregions 

Religious wars 

Christian humanist pioneers in the area of religious tolerance 

Erasmus and other humanists 

William of Orange and some other Protestant princes, Henry IV of France 

John Sygysmund of Transsylvania 

Baptist dissenters: Thomas Helwys, Roger Williams 

Huguenot pastor Jean-Paul Rabaut Saint-Etienne 

10. Roots: the Enlightenment 

Marked by the tragic experience of religious wars in Europe 

Develop a political philosophy based on the separation of powers. 

Define moral values and political rights in rational, secular terms 

Were not anti-religion as such but considered religion a private matter  

Belief in God the Supreme Being 

Frédéric Lenoir:  

La plupart des philosophes des Lumières ne sont pas athées : ils croient en Dieu, mais en un 

Dieu lointain, étranger aux discours ecclésiastiques et aux pratiques catholiques, renvoyées le 

plus souvent au rang de « superstitions ». 

Voltaire luttera toute sa vie contre ce qu’il appelle « l’infâme », c’est-à-dire la vision d’un Dieu 

aux passions humaines, l’institutionnel, le discours théologique qui légitime la tyrannie des 
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clercs. La religion naturelle qu’il prône se limite à la croyance en l’Etre suprême et en une 

éthique universelle inspirée des principes de l’enseignement du Christ. C’est pourquoi son 

œuvre est émaillé de citations des Évangiles, qui lui servent d’ailleurs souvent à montre combien 

l’Église s’est détournée des préceptes de son fondateur 

Refering to the ethical message of Christ 

John Locke, Lettres sur la tolérance (1689) appeals to pacific teaching of Christ to condemn 

religious constraint 

Affinity with Protestant defenders of liberty 

Voltaire defends Protestant pastor Callas in Toulouse 

Natural law in secular terms 

Develop Greek and Roman ideas about natural law and democracy 

Take over Christian ideas (intrinsic value of every human being, equality, moral values), couching 

them in secular terms 

Rooted in Christianity 

Enlightenment ideas on human rights are rooted in Christianity 

Luc Ferry: 

Le point de rupture absolu avec l’aristocratie est ceci : la dignité morale d’un être ne réside non dans 

la nature, mais dans la liberté. Si c’est la liberté de la volonté qui fait la dignité, alors, tout dépend de 

nous, non de ces héritages naturels auxquels on ne peut, par définition, rien. Nous sommes donc tous, 

de ce point de vue parfaitement à égalité – en quoi c’est bien le christianisme (et non le stoïcisme, 

comme le disent et le répètent à tort certains manuels) qui est l’inventeur de l’idée moderne, 

égalitaire d’humanité, qui s’exprime dans le célèbre passage de saint Paul en Galates 3.8ff… 

Michal Onfray : 

Notre époque demeure chrétienne, et beaucoup plus qu’il n’y paraît…La pensée laïque n’est pas une 

pensée déchristianisée, mais chrétienne immanente. Avec un langage rationnel… la quintessence de 

l’éthique judéo-chrétienne persiste. Dieu quitte le ciel pour descendre sur terre. Il ne meurt pas, on 

ne le tue pas, on ne l’économise pas, on l’acclimate sur le terrain de la pure immanence. Jésus reste le 

héros des de la vision athée du monde. On lui demande seulement de ranger son auréole, d’éviter le 

signe ostentatoire 

Frédéric Lenoir: 

The message of Christ has escaped the Church in order to return in the modern world in a secular 

form. Of course, it is legitimate to be critical of the Judeo-Christian heritage, and Christians are often 

well aware of the negative aspects. But why should we reject categorically all that comes from Judeo-

Christianity for the only reason that it comes from Judeo-Christianity. Why be embarrassed that 

human rights come from Christianity? What counts is that they exist. 

11. Human rights today – complicated!  

The problem of effective control of respect of human rights 

Problems in the areas of religious freedom 

- The rights to proselytize and the rights of others to be free of such activities 
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- The right to change one’s religion and the views of Muslim governments 

Tension between religious and secular rights and the question of priority 

Examples 
- some womens’ rights in Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 

Against Women (1979) clash with the practices of some religious traditions 

- the right to life and the right to elective abortion, euthanasia and even infanticide 
- the freedom of conscience and the right to same-sex marriages in certain countries 

 

How to define certain social rights? 

 

Individual and group claims over and against society 

 

The question biomedical technology and human dignity 

 

12. The universality of human rights called in question 
 

Considered to be too ‘Western’ and ‘gender biased’  

 

Feminist critique 

 

Buddhist and Hindu critique 

 

Cultural relativism and human rights  

 

Critical stance of Muslims  

12. Foundations of human rights 

The need for a law above the law 

Nuremburg trials after WWII 
Robert Jackson, Chief Counsel for the US, appealed to a higher law above the law 
John Montgomery: 

The most telling defense offered by the accused was that they had simply followed orders or made 

decisions within the framework of their own legal system, in complete consistency with it, and that 

they therefore could not be condemned because they deviated from the alien value system of their 

conquerors. Thus have the horrors of…history forced us to recognize the puerile inadequacy of tying 

ultimate legal standards to the mores of a particular society.   

Fundamental questions avoided, yet necessary 

Angus Menuge notes three types of foundational, philosophical questions 
1. Ontological:  What is a human right?  Why should we think there are any human rights? 

Why suppose human beings have special rights not possessed by other creatures?    
2. Epistemological:  How can we know when something is or is not a human right?  Which 

worldview best explains human rights? 
3. Pragmatic:  How do we promote cultural acceptance of human rights? How do we reform 

societies or cultures with institutionalized human rights abuses? How do we enforce 
human rights legal protections?  
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What foundation, what garantee? Three views 

 Natural law 

 Legal positivist (secular) 

 Religious (Christian or other) 

 

13. Natural law 

Contemporary Value of Natural Law 

1. In some circumstances there simply is nothing else to use as a basis for judging behavior 

Martin Luther King, Letter from the Birmingham Jail: natural-law argument to justify civil 

disobedience 

2. In a world embroiled in religious and cultural conflict it will be valuable to explore the moral 

values we have in common 

3. Biomedical issues such as cloning and genetic manipulation make it imperative to make moral as 

well as medical and political decisions, based on natural notions of good and evil 

Opponents to natural law as a foundation for human rights 

a)  Naturalists, both philosophical and scientific, insist that human beings are simply animals  

‘Moral decisions’ are actions that assure the survival of individuals or the species. 

‘Conscience’ is a matter of biochemistry. 

b)  Religious people, primarily Protestant, prefer to rely on the expressed will of God as found in 

the Scriptures. 

c)  Legal positivists find natural law too vague and abstract. 

Only laws passed by appropriate legal authorities can be binding. 

d)  Others find that natural law has lost credibility because of the link with Roman Catholicism 

and conservative morals. 

14. Legal positivism (secular) 

The need in a pluralist world to seek consensus 

And take into account sociocultural evolutions 

The sacred reality is now man, or rather fellowman 

Luc Ferry, in La révolution de l’amour, develops a secular spirituality, founded on the Christian 

concept of love. 

Vivons-nous vraiment le désenchantement du monde et l’ère du vide, la fin de tous les principes de 

sens, de toutes les figures du sacré, de tous les attachements éthiques forts ? Je n’en crois rien. Non 

pas la fin du sacré, mais la sacralisation d’autrui.  

C’est un humanisme post-métaphysique, un humanisme de la transcendance de l’autre et de l’amour 

interhumain. 

Humanist ethics can best be based on Judeo-Christian roots 

Frédéric Lenoir 
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How to prevent human rights from becoming just a set of aspirations or enforced laws? 

Rowan Williams: 

The Universal Declaration is unthinkable without the moral universalism that religious ethics 

safeguards... The basic presupposition is that there is a level of respect owed to human beings 

irrespective of their nationality, status, gender, age or achievement.  They have a status simply as 

members of the human race... 

While these convictions are not held uniquely by religious people, religious people will argue that 

they alone have a secure ‘doctrinal’ basis for them, because they hold that every human subject is 

related to God independently of their relation to other subjects or to earthly political and social 

systems.   

Take away this moral underpinning, and language about human rights can become two things: 

- a set of entitlements and a purely aspirational matter 

- or something that is simply prescribed by authority and enforced by law (...) 

A proper consideration of human rights has a better chance of sustaining its case if it begins from 

the recognition of a common dignity or worthiness of respect among members of a community 

than if it assumes some comprehensive catalogue of claims that might be enforceable.   

What is man that man should be mindful of him? 

Transhumanism 

15. Religious foundation 

Why human rights cannot be naturalized 

Angus J.L. Menuge versus evolutionary view of the history of life:  

I argue that either moral skepticism or moral anti-realism is the most plausible conclusion to draw 

from a Darwinian account of human nature, i.e. human rights do not exist or cannot be known. 

Quite obviously though, those supporting human rights protections believe that human rights are 

both real and knowable, and so they are best advised to look elsewhere for a noncontingent 

foundation for human rights, with biblical theism a leading candidate. 

The foundation must be other than ourselves 

John Stott: 

The right to live out our humanity is not inherent nor natural to human beings, but conferred to 

them on the basis of something or sometone other than themselves. This brings us to the Creator 

as the giver, not only of life but also of the mission to act and live according to his intentions, his 

will. 

William Temple: 

If you leave out God, then there is no absolute basis for universal rights and duties, since we ar all 

contingent human beings, we are all different and subject to change.2 

Belief in God the Creator and the concept of human dignity 

Benedict XVI / Joseph Ratzinger: 

Respect for man, for our fellowman, is based on respect for the sacred, for God. 

Human dignity, not human rights, should be the pillar of ethical considerations. 

Belief in God is the best guarantee of human dignity. (…) 

                                                        
2 John Stott, Issues Facing Christians Today, edition 2009, p. 197, 199. The affirmation of William Temple is on p. 199. 
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Our human reason and secular rationalism are prone to error. On that basis we can be led astray so 

that we end up acting against human dignity. That is why human reason needs faith in God, because 

faith leads us to the basis of human dignidy and to the source of fundamental values. 

As human beings created in the image of God, we have a dignity and inalienable value that goes 

beyond material and temporary things. This implies 

 

 liberty  

 equality 

 responsability (or duties) 

The advantage of religious foundations: the concept of belonging together as humanity 

 

16. Human rights in Islam  

Image of God, Bible and Qu’ran 

Surate 42 v. 11 

[He is] Creator of the heavens and the earth. He has made for you from yourselves, mates, and 

among the cattle, mates; He multiplies you thereby. There is nothing like unto Him, and He is 

the Hearing, the Seeing).  

Surate 112 v. 2-4 

Allah, the Eternal Refuge, He neither begets nor is born, nor is there to Him any equivalent. 
 

A later hadith: When one of you combats his brother, he should avoid his face because Allah has 

created Adam in his image (‘ala suratihi). 

This does not imply a comparison or assimilation between God and man  

Adam was created possessing attributes that Allah has also described Himself with: hearing, seeing 

and speaking.  

Even so, in these areas the attributes of Adam are contingent and relative while the attributes of 

Allah are eternal and absolute 

Indivual human rights subordinated to the interests of the community  

Arab and Islamic Declarations of Human Rights  

-  The Declaration of the Islamic Council of Europe (ICE), 1981 

(Larger version in Arab, shorter version in French and English)  

-  The Declaration of the Organisation of the Islamic Conference (OIC), 1990  

-  The Declaration of the Arab League, 1994.  

Attempts to integrate Islam and human rights 

See Abdulaziz Sachedina, Clash of Universalisms: Religious and Secular in Human Rights . 

17. Areas of tension and conflict between the Universal Declaration and Islam 

a) Religious liberty  

Compare article 18 of the UDHR with the Declaration of the ICE (article 12-a): 
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Every person has the right to think and believe, and therefore to express what she thinks and 

believes, without anybody interfering or forbidding them to do so, as long as she remains within the 

general limits that the Islamic law has stipulated in this area. Nobody has the right to propagate error 

or to disseminate what could encourage depraved practices of weaken the Islamic community. ‘If the 

hypocrites, those whose heart is ill, those who nourish troubles in Medina, don’t keep quiet, we will 

launche a campaign against them and they will not remain very long in your vicinity: cursed are they 

wherever they are, they will be captured and killed’ (Qu’ran, Surat 33:60-61).  

The English and French translations don’t mention the Qu’ranic passage calling for capital 

punishement.  

Declaration of the OIC (article 12 and 10): 

The Mislim qho has been guided to Islam should not convert to another religion. 

Islam is the natural religion of man, so it is forbidden to put pressure on anyone or to take advantage 

of his poverty or his ignorance ‘to convert him to another religion ar to atheism. 

Declaration of the Arab League (art. 26): 

The liberty of belief, of thought and of opinion is guaranteed for all. 

The Arab League has adopted a project of law that stipulates capital punishment for those who 

abandon the Muslim religion 

b) Right to mariage without religious hindrances  

During the vote of the UDHR, the representative of Egypt stated with respecft to article 16:  

In Egypte, as in almost all Muslim countries, certain restrictions and limitations exist concerning 

marriage of Muslim women with persons of another religion. These limitations are of a religious 

nature, and since they are inspired by the very spirit of the Muslim religion, one is obliged to take 

them into account. 

Even so, they do not hurt the universal conscience, unlike restrictions concerning nationality, race or 

colour that exist in certain countries and which are not only condemned in Egypte but also unknown 

in practice. 

Declaration of the OIC (article 5-a): 

The familu is the basic element in the construction of society; marriage is the foundation of its 

constitution. Men and women have the right to marry, and no restriction concernint race, colour or 

nationality should prevent them from excercising this right. 

Article 19:  

Every person has the right to marry, to found a family and to raise children in conformity of his 

religion, his traditions and his culture. Every spouse had these rights and privileges and is submitted 

to the obligations stipulated by the Law. 

c) Equality of men and women 

Islamic point of view: a woman can only marry with a Muslim, but a Muslim man can marry a non-

Muslim woman. 

Declaration of the OCI (art. 6.a): 

The woman is equal to the man in human dignity, her rights are equivalent to his duties. (Cf. Qu’ran, 

Surat 2:228, concerning the preeminence of the husband over his wife) 


